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Does DataBridge SS fit your business?
Answer the questions below to find out if DataBridge SS meets the needs of your business. See the additional pages for detailed notes for each question.
1a. How many truck scales do you use?....................................................................
1b. If you have 3 or more truck scales, how many of them process transactions?.......
3. Do you need to capture roll-on axle weights?..........................................................
4. Do you need to weigh multiple products per load?..................................................
5. Do you have situations where containers or trailers (called "attachments" in      DataBridge SS) are dropped off and/or exchanged? 
6. Do you need to price your products based on something other than weight or load?...
Does DataBridge SS fit?
7. Do you need the software to track or process payments?.........................................
8. Do you need need invoicing or A/R capabilities in the software?................................
9. Do you need custom import & export capability to integrate another system, such as     Quickbooks, SAP, etc.?........................................................................................
10. Do you want to customize software access by user?.............................................
11. What brand of indicator/terminal do you use?.......................................................
13. Do you need to run the software on multiple PCs?.................................................
12. Do you have a network? (internet).......................................................................
14. Do you need unattended capabilities?..................................................................
15. Do you need to control gates, lights, and loops with the software?..........................
16. Do you have any other hardware or devices that you want to control with the        software? (cameras, cash drawers, badge readers, etc.).......................................
17. Are you comfortable using built-in tutorials, manuals, and guides?......................... 
2. Do you do full-length weighing?............................................................................
Notes on Questions and Features
 
1. How many truck scales do you use? If you have 3 or more truck scales, howmany of them process transactions?DataBridge SS can be connected to a maximum of 2 scale indicators. Some facilities might have 3 or more scales, but might still want to just use 2 scales on which they would like to process transactions on a regular basis. More often than not, operations with more than 2 truck scales will not be a good fit for DataBridge SS. However, it is better to follow up with a question about how many they plan to use on a transaction. Our higher level software products such as OverDrive, AutoScale and DataBridge MS can handle more than 2 scales, if needed.
 
2. Do you do full-length weighing?Full-length weighing refers to whether the vehicles that a customer is weighing are longer than the scale on which they are being weighed. If a vehicle is longer than the scale, we would need to capture the weight of parts of the truck and sum these parts to get the full weight. This type of functionality is called "spilt-weighing". Therefore if a customer mentions he/she has an axle scale, DataBridge SS is not a good fit. Vehicles, in their entirety, need to fit onto the scales on which they are being weighed for DataBridge SS. Our higher level software products such as OverDrive, AutoScale and DataBridge MS can handle partial weighments, if needed.
 
3. Do you need to capture roll-on axle weights?Sometimes, customers will want to capture the axle weights of a vehicle in addition to the full weight of the truck. This can be accomplished with a full-length scale. In such a scenario, each axle is "rolled" onto the scale one at a time and the weight is captured each time. This is similar to "split-weighing" and is functionality that is not built into DataBridge SS. Our higher level software products such as OverDrive, AutoScale and DataBridge MS can capture roll-on axle weights, if needed.
 
4. Do you need to weigh multiple products per load?In certain applications, especially scrap & recycling, vehicles can show up with multiple products mixed together. Each of these products has its own price and therefore needs to be priced accordingly by its respective weight. In order, to accomplish this, a vehicle will need to be weighed each time a product is added or removed (depends on whether they are delivering or picking up the load). Through this process of elimination, the weight of each product can be determined and then priced. DataBridge SS will only price one product per transaction and therefore is not a good fit for such a process. Our higher level software products such as OverDrive, AutoScale and DataBridge MS can handle multiple products per load, if needed.
 
Alternative: Though the physical process of eliminating each product and weighing are not restricted by DataBridge SS, each product would end up on its own separate transaction and not all on one ticket. This is not ideal and the customer would need to maintain a system to track which transactions on DataBridge SS need to be grouped together.  Obviously, this is a workaround and is not the recommended way to use DataBridge SS.
 
5. Do you have situations where containers/trailers are dropped off and/or picked up?Drop-off attachments can be used in many applications, especially in ports. The premise here is that a facility might own attachments, but different vehicles might pick them up and/or drop them off. Dropping off attachments and then picking up different attachments is called exchanging or swapping attachments. These scenarios do require some advanced computation and logic, and therefore are not available in DataBridge SS. DataBridge MS will have this capability, but OverDrive and AutoScale will require custom modification to support this functionality.However, DataBridge SS can process a few, but not all possible, scenarios that deal with attachments. This is one area, where DataBridge SS is more capable than OverDrive and AutoScale. Please refer to the following scenarios to gain better understanding of what DataBridge SS can handle:Scenario 1: If a vehicle comes into a facility with an attachment, DataBridge SS requires that the same vehicle and attachment pair also leave the facility. The only difference from when they arrive to when they leave, is the product that was either picked up or dropped off. Here are two examples to help make this scenario a bit more concrete:  Example 1: A vehicle arrives with an attachment, and leaves with the same attachment plus a product. This is a shipping operation, as 
  product is leaving the facility. Such an operation can be achieved with either a two-pass or a one-pass transaction. A stored tare weight for
  the vehicle will be required to perform a one-pass transaction, but a stored tare weight for the attachment is optional.  Example 2: A vehicle arrives with an attachment and one product, and leaves with the same attachment after dropping off the product. This
  is a receiving operation, as product is arriving at the facility. Such an operation can be achieved with either a two-pass or a one-pass
  transaction. A stored tare weight for the vehicle will be required to perform a one-pass transaction, but a stored tare weight for the
  attachment is optional. 
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Scenario 2:DataBridge SS does allow attachments to be "picked-up", but not "dropped-off". In other words, a vehicle may arrive without an attachment, but is allowed to leave with one. Here are two examples to help make this scenario a bit more concrete:  Example 1:  A vehicle arrives without an attachment or product, and leaves with an attachment plus a product. This is a shipping operation, as product
  is leaving the facility. Such an operation requires two passes and cannot be achieved with a one pass transaction. The attachment will be
  selected on the second pass after it is picked up. A stored tare weight for the attachment will be required for this type of transaction.  Example 2:  A vehicle arrives without an attachment, but has a product on board. It drops off the product, but leaves with an attachment. This is a
  receiving operation, as product is arriving at the facility. Such an operation requires two passes and cannot be achieved with a one pass
  transaction. The attachment will be selected on the second pass after it is picked up. A stored tare weight for the attachment will be required
  for this type of transaction. 
6. Do you need to price your products based on something other than weight or load?In applications, such as scrap & recycling, certain materials are priced by count rather than weight. For example, a vehicle might bring in tires, refrigerators, etc. Usually these types of products are not priced by weight, but by the number of these products that are brought. DataBridge SS can only calculate price of a product by weight or by a flat fee for one truck load. Our higher level software products such as OverDrive, AutoScale and DataBridge MS can handle additional pricing options, if needed.
 7. Do you need the software to track or process payments?DataBridge SS can calculate the price of a product based on the weight of the product and its price per unit of weight. However, it cannot accept payments to issue a balance to a customer. It simply generates a ticket and cannot determine if the amount issued was paid. Usually, a separate system like QuickBooks cash register would be used to process the payments. Our higher level software products such as OverDrive, AutoScale and DataBridge MS can process payments, if needed.
 
8. Do you need need invoicing or A/R capabilities in the software?
Similar to payment processing, this is also a feature that is usually handled outside entry level weighing software. However, this is available in our higher level software products such as OverDrive, AutoScale and DataBridge MS.
 
9. Do you need custom import & export capability to integrate another system, such as Quickbooks, SAP, etc.?
Custom importing and exporting data means that information from a customer's enterprise or accounting system can be seamlessly transferred into our weighing software and can also be easily exported to be loaded back into a customer's enterprise or accounting system. This is fairly complex, because not all systems follow a set standard and not all customers set-up their data in a predictable way. Though some competition advertises integration with select systems such as QuickBooks, SAP, Peachtree, etc., additional manual work and technical know-how are required to "map" a customer's accounting system data to the weighing software's data for seamlessly back and forth data transfer.
 
DataBridge SS can accept operational data (the 7 standard tables: customers, haulers, vehicles, etc.) through a .CSV (comma separated values) file that follows a template (available upon request). Furthermore, it will only export transactions and will do so in both CSV and XML formats. A customer will then have to manipulate this export to match it to the way their enterprise or accounting system accepts data. This requires additional knowledge about their accounting system and experience working with CSV or XML files. All in all, capabilities not expected of an entry level type customer. These types of services may be available in our higher level software products.
10. Do you want to customize software access by user?This question relates to security privileges. In DataBridge SS users of the software can assume one of two roles, Configurator or Operator. The difference between the two roles is that a Configurator has access to everything in DataBridge SS, while an Operator cannot access menus such as Manage User, Workstation Settings and Scale Configuration. These menu items deal with configuring the software to meet business needs as determined by the owner or manager of the operation. They also offer some security against potential fraud that can be committed by an employee. 
 
In higher level products, such as OverDrive, AutoScale and DataBridge MS, customers have the ability to create their own roles by customizing the privileges offered to their employees. For example, the manager of an operation might decide not to display pricing information to all employees. Therefore, he or she can take away pricing privileges for the Operator role such that any new user assigned an Operator role will not be able to view the price information for a product.
 
11. What brand of indicator/terminal do you use?
This question doesn't directly affect whether DataBridge SS fits, but does provide information that will help you quote the product. If the 
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customer does not have a Mettler Toledo indicator with MTContinuous protocol, then the configuration process may take a Service Technician a considerable amount of time and may need to be reflected in the T&M for this order. This can also serve as a note for the Service Tech, if the product is sold, before heading to the customer location to configure the indicator.
  
12. Do you have a network? (internet)This question doesn't directly affect whether DataBridge SS fits, but does provide information that will help in delivering and configuring the indicator. If the customer has internet, the software can be delivered virtually and a DVD doesn't have to be physically shipped.
 
Furthermore, this will also dictate the type of CAT5 Ethernet cable a Service Tech will need to connect the indicator to the PC on which the software will be installed.  If the customer doesn't have an internet connection, then they most likely do not have a network switch or router. Therefore in order to connect the terminal to the PC via Ethernet, a Service Tech will need to use a CAT5 crossover cable. This will allow them to connect the indicator directly to the PC, instead of connecting via a network switch or router.
 
13. Do you need to run the software on multiple PCs?
A license of DataBridge SS is valid for only one PC and the database is installed onto the hard drive of that PC. This system is standalone and cannot be tied to or accessed by another PC. Based on the application or situation, some customers might want to process transactions from two or more PCs. For example, they might have two scales with a PC and an operator for each scale or they may want their accountant to also be able to access the database from a different location to run reports or reconcile transactions manually. The operation itself can be quite basic and DataBridge SS might fit their needs every other way, but a need to share the database between two or more PCs makes the configuration a bit complicated and cannot be expected of most customers to do on their own. Therefore, DataBridge SS is not the right solution. Our higher level software products such as OverDrive, AutoScale and DataBridge MS can handle this.
 
Alternative: In the scenario where a customer wants the information available to their accountant or someone who doesn't have direct access to the PC with DataBridge SS, it is still possible to get the desired information to the right parties. The customer can be informed that reports can be generated and transactions can be exported, by saving them to a network drive where others can access them or by emailing them to the desired parties.
 
14. Do you need unattended capabilities?
Customers with the means and need to automate transaction processing at the scale can do so with the installation of Unattended Driver Terminals. As the name implies, the driver of the vehicle processes the transaction without an "attendant" or operator present. Think of using an ATM instead of going to a Bank and asking the teller to give you money from your account. Our higher level software products such as OverDrive, AutoScale and DataBridge MS can handle this. 
 
15. Do you need to control gates, lights, and loops with the software?
Gates, lights, loops, etc. are used to control and/or direct traffic at the scales. They are usually used to ensure drivers will not prematurely drive onto or off a scale. These types of I/O (Input/Output) devices or hardware can be handled manually by an operator or by software. In a manual scenario, the operator would press the appropriate buttons to control these I/O devices. In other cases, indicators can be programmed to control these devices based on some pre-loaded or programmable logic. 
 
DataBridge SS does not communicate to these I/O Devices and therefore, cannot control them automatically using logic. If a customer is insistent on controlling his/her I/O Devices using some sort of automation, then DataBridge SS is not the right fit. Our higher level software products such as OverDrive, AutoScale and DataBridge MS can control I/O devices with built-in logic. 
 
16. Do you have any other hardware or devices that you want to control with the software? (cameras, cash drawers, badge readers, etc.)
See #15. Weigh terminals or indicators are the only pieces of hardware with which DataBridge SS can communicate.
 
17. Are you comfortable using built-in tutorials, manuals, and guides? DataBridge SS is designed to be fairly intuitive to use and understand. The complexity of features has been curbed to ensure that most savvy customers can learn and configure the software to fit their business needs, if they fit within the scope of the product's functionality. In addition, the price point has been set to make the productive extremely attractive. Consequently, the low price tag does not cover the costs of providing support to a customer. Therefore, the customer is expected to learn how to use the software using the tools provided. These tools include interactive tutorials and a manual. More tools will be added as the product matures. Customers should be made aware of these expectations. If customers do not feel comfortable with this, then they need to be reminded that there are other products in our portfolio that provide a more catered service approach. As such, these higher level products are priced to cover such costs.
 
Options: Depending on the region the potential customer belongs to, secondary options for training and support maybe offered. Please refer to your local leadership for direction on these options. Examples include paid Remote Start-Up, T&M for Installation & In-Person Training, Special Service Packages, etc.
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